Dynamical effects of diffusive cell coupling on cardiac excitation and propagation: a simulation study.
Cell coupling is considered to be important for cardiac action potential propagation and arrhythmogenesis. We carried out computer simulations to investigate the effects of stimulation strength and cell-to-cell coupling on action potential duration (APD) restitution, APD alternans, and stability of reentry in models of isolated cell, one-dimensional cable, and two-dimensional tissue. Phase I formulation of the Luo and Rudy action potential model was used. We found that stronger stimulation resulted in a shallower APD restitution curve and onset of APD alternans at a faster pacing rate. Reducing diffusive coupling between cells prolonged APD. Weaker diffusive currents along the direction of propagation steepened APD restitution and caused APD alternans to occur at a slower pacing rate in tissue. Diffusive current due to curvature changed APD but had little effect on APD restitution slope and onset of instability. Heterogeneous cell coupling caused APD inhomogeneities in space. Reduction in coupling strength either uniformly or randomly had little effect on the rotation period and stability of a reentry, but random cell decoupling slowed the rotation period and, thus, stabilized the reentry, preventing it from breaking up into multiple waves. Therefore, in addition to its effects on action potential conduction velocity, diffusive cell coupling also affects APD in a rate-dependent manner, causes electrophysiological heterogeneities, and thus modulates the dynamics of cardiac excitation. These effects are brought about by the modulation of ionic current activation and inactivation.